DGH Series
Global Air Treatment
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DGH Desiccant Dryers

Customizable Performance
Gardner Denver DGH Series Heatless Desiccant Dryers were designed
to help you meet your goals. Customizable performance technology
is integrated into our standard product so it can be tailored to benefit
your specific critical compressed air drying application. Now, you have
the liberty to personalize the performance of the standard product to
adapt to your specific needs. Variations in demand, pressure dew point,
compressed air purity, and hours of operation have often forced engineers
to compromise energy efficiency and system performance for an “off-theshelf” product. Well… not anymore. The DGH series offers three controller
styles to meet every application.

Basic Controller:
t5IFCBTJDDPOUSPMMFSQSFTFOUTUSBEJUJPOBM
heatless drying system
t6TJOHBTJNQMFUJNFSCBTFEDPOUSPMMFS 
it offers a reliable fixed cycle operation

Dew Point Flexibility

t'PVS%FX1PJOUDIPJDFTGSPNGJYFEDZDMF
operating modes

DGH Series Heatless Desiccant Dryers open up a world of customizable
performance opportunities with four standard ISO quality class levels of
pressure dew points to choose from. Don’t settle for less than the ability
to satisfy all of your requirements for clean, dry compressed air. Maybe
you need low dew point protection to prevent winter freeze-ups and are
satisfied with higher dew points the rest of the year. Simply press the dew
point selector button to select a new dew point level that is best for you.
The custom-built performance of the DGH Series can be tailored to meet
the most critical of applications… yours.

t&JHIUMFWFMTPG1VSHF"JS&OFSHZ4BWJOHTUP
match to your specific air demand profile

Four ISO 8573.1 Dew Points from which to choose

t$POUSPMMFEQVSHFBJSTIVUEPXOXIFOZPVSBJS
compressor unloads or is turned off

Specifying a pressure dew point is not simple work for an engineer. DGH
Series dryer designs are optimized with the flexibility to meet your needs.

t"VUPNBUJDUJNFDPOUSPMMFECFESFHFOFSBUJPO
cycles offer consistent performance
t5IFDPOUSPMMFS-&%TSFGMFDUQPXFSPO 
left tower drying, right tower drying
Standard Controller:

Energy Saving Controller:

ISO
8573.1
Class

Dew
Point

t"VUPNBUJD1VSHF"JS$POUSPMNFBOTFYBDU
matching to changing system load dynamics
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t$PNQMFUFTFOTJUJWJUZUPBDUVBMPQFSBUJOH
conditions minimizes your cost of operation

t%FNBOEESJWFOPQFSBUJOHDZDMFTUPNBYJNJ[F
your return-on investment

t4JNQMJDJUZMFTTNPWJOHQBSUTGPSNBYJNVN
reliability

Remaining
Moisture**

Cycle Time & Mode

ppmw

mg/m3

Basic
Controller

Standard
Controller

Energy Saving
Controller***

-100° F
(-73° C)*

0.12

0.15

-

4 min.
fixed

4 min. fixed

2

-40° F
(-40° C)

10

12

10 min.
fixed

10 min.
fixed

Demand or
10 min. fixed

3

-4° F
(-20° C)

81

97

-

16 min.
fixed

Demand or
16 min. fixed

4

+38° F
(+3° C)

610

730

-

24 min.
fixed

Demand or
24 min. fixed

* This performance exceeds Quality Class 1 set at -94° F (-70° C)
** At 100 psig (7 bar)
*** The Optional Energy Saving controller also offers fixed cycle settings
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$SJUJDBM6TF"JS5SFBUNFOU
%()4FSJFT)FBUMFTT%FTJDDBOU%SZFSTBOE'*-4FSJFT
Filters provide “critical use” applications of compressed
air with a highly engineered quality air treatment system.
“Critical uses” of compressed air have zero tolerance for
contaminants whose presence will lead to manufactured
product spoilage and rejection from a quality assurance
standpoint. A carefully engineered desiccant dryer design
provides a reliable method to remove moisture as a water
vapor while coalescing filters remove solid particles, liquid
water droplets, liquid oil and oil vapors from the compressed
air system.
DGH Series Dryers offer
Pressure Dew Points to -100° F (-73° C)
Moisture (water vapor) is present in ambient air as
a gas and cannot be filtered.
Adsorbents present in the DGH
Series remove water vapor to
prevent it from condensing
into harmful liquid water
droplets inside compressed air
systems. Microelectronic and
pharmaceutical manufacturing are
examples which cannot tolerate the
presence of any moisture.
FIL Grade E Series Coalescing Filters Remove Water
Droplets and Solid Particles to 0.01 Micron
Water droplets are formed by the condensed water vapor
present in ambient air. Solid particles come from ambient air
contaminants like dust and from rusted, oxidized pipework.
They can cause pneumatic equipment to malfunction and
trigger instrument and control failures.
FIL Grade D Series Filters Remove Oil and Oil Vapors
for Oil-Free Air
-JRVJEPJMBOEPJMWBQPSTBSFJOUSPEVDFECZDPNQSFTTPS
coolants and by hydrocarbon vapors present in ambient air.
Oil-free compressed air is particularly important in food and
pharmaceutical processes where direct and indirect contact
with compressed air occurs. Oil contamination of food and
drug products can generate significant liability issues and
manufacturing spoilage costs.

Precision Dew Point Engineering
How It Works
Moist, filtered compressed air enters the pressurized on-line
desiccant filled drying Tower 1 through the shiftmatic valve
" 6QGMPXESZJOHFOBCMFTUIFEFTJDDBOUUPTUSJQUIFBJS
stream of moisture. Clean, dry compressed air exits through
the shiftmatic valve (B) to feed the air system. Tower 2
(when in regeneration mode) depressurizes to atmosphere
through muffler (C) when valve (D) opens. A portion of dry
compressed air (purge air) is diverted before exiting (B)
and passes through off-line Tower 2 and exits at valve (D)
to desorb the moisture from the desiccant. Once desorbed,
valve (D) closes and Tower 2 is repressurized. At tower
shift-over, valve (E) will open, causing the shiftmatic valve
(A&B) to shift. Tower 2 will be placed on-line to dry the bed.
Operations will switch and Tower 1 will be regenerated.
Reliable valves are critical to dryer performance; that is why
we use a proprietary shuttle-style switching valve in lieu of
off the shelf plug, ball, butterfly, and diaphragm valves.
The “Shiftmatic” is so reliable that we offer a 5-year warranty
PONPEFMT%()XJUIVTFPGBQSPQFSMZTJ[FE'*-
prefilter.
The shiftmatic valve has one moving part, no maintenance,
no check valves, aluminum housing and nylon shuttle.
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DGH Series Models

Models DGH40–450
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Models DGH40–450 are engineered to benefit you with a clean,
streamlined package. This design has a small footprint to increase your
available floor space. Inlet and Outlet piping is conveniently located at
the back to aid in installation and serviceability. Discharge piping exits
UIFCBDLPGUIFUPXFSTUPSFEVDFUIFPWFSBMMIFJHIUPGUIFQBDLBHF-PX
headroom installations such as hospitals and laboratories will benefit
from the reduced height of the overall package.

1
4

Models DGH590–5400
Models DGH590–5400 are engineered to benefit you with an extremely
heavy-duty robust package designed for the most demanding industrial
applications. Our in-line piping arrangement reduces installation times
for those bigger installations. Rugged high capacity components ensure
long-life for tough applications in hostile environments.

5
6

2
Models DGH40–450
Basic Controller

Premium

1
4
6

W A R R A N T Y
1 Year—Standard
4 Years—Extended
5 Years—Total Parts &-BCPS
Contact your local distributor
for more details.

5
Models DGH40–450
Energy Savings Controller
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Design Features

1. Three Controllers
from which to Choose
t#BTJDDPOUSPMMFSPGGFSTSFMJBCMFGJYFEDZDMFPQFSBUJPO
t4UBOEBSEDPOUSPMMFSJODMVEFTGJYFETBWJOHTQPUFOUJBM
with Purge Optimizer
t&OFSHZ4BWJOH$POUSPMMFSGPSFYBDUBVUPNBUJDQVSHF
savings

2. Standard Instrumentation
t-FGUBOESJHIUUPXFSQSFTTVSFHBVHFT
t1VSHFQSFTTVSFHBVHF
t.PJTUVSFJOEJDBUPSBMFSUTPQFSBUPSPGFMFWBUFEEFX
point
t5ISPUUMJOHWBMWFQSPWJEFTBDDVSBUFQVSHFQSFTTVSF
adjustment

0QUJPOBM'*-4FSJFT'JMUFS
Packages with Bypass Systems

5. Reliable Valves
t4IJGUNBUJDWBMWFT PO%()o BVUPNBUJDBMMZ
shift to the low pressure side of the circuit to control
process flow on models
t4IJGUNBUJDWBMWFTMJGFIBTCFFOUFTUFEUPPWFS 
cycles with tough desiccant dust challenge
t1PTJUJPONFNPSZFOTVSFTESZJOHDPOUJOVFT FWFOXJUI
loss of electrical power to the dryer
tZFBSXBSSBOUZPOUIFTIJGUNBUJDWBMWF1BSUTBOE
labor for the first full year of warranty. Parts only in
SFNBJOJOHZFBST"QQSPQSJBUFMZTJ[FE'*-QSFGJMUFSNVTU
be installed at the same time the dryer is installed to
qualify for the 5-year warranty. Annual or more often
element maintenance must take place to maintain the
warranty for the 5-year period.
t5ISFFXBZQJMPUPQFSBUFETPMFOPJEWBMWFTNBOBHF
the pilot air flow to direct the purge/repressurization
valves
t2VBMJUZCVUUFSGMZTXJUDIJOHWBMWFT NPEFMTBOE
5400

t$POWFOJFOUGBDUPSZNPVOUFE'*-4FSJFTQSFGJMUFS
afterfilter packages with bypass available
t0QUJPOBM&MFNFOU.POJUPSTJOGPSNPGPQUJNBMFMFNFOU
change-out time

-BSHF%FTJDDBOU#FET
Ensure Consistent Dew Points
tMCT LHT PGEFTJDDBOUQFSUPXFSQFSTDGN
guarantees dry air
tTFDPOETPGDPOUBDUUJNFGPSTBUVSBUFEBJSXJUIUIF
desiccant
tFYUSBEFTJDDBOUQSPWJEFEUPDPNQFOTBUFGPS
natural bed aging over the expected 3–5 years bed life
t-BSHF DMFBOBCMF TUBJOMFTTTUFFMGMPXEJGGVTFSTFOTVSF
even flow distribution and eliminate channeling
through the bed
t5PXFSEFTJHOTBWFTPGUIFIFBUPGBETPSQUJPO

6. Certiﬁed Designs for Safety
t"4.&DPEFDPOTUSVDUFEWFTTFMTDPNQMZXJUIDPEFT
.PEFMTBOEMBSHFSBSFTUBNQFE.PEFMTBSF6-
and CSA certified.
t1SFTTVSFSFMJFGWBMWFTPOFBDIUPXFSNPVOUFEBGUFS
flow diffusers to prevent clogging
t)FBWZEVUZNVGGMFSTGPSRVJFUPQFSBUJPO
t/&."FMFDUSJDBMDPOTUSVDUJPOTUBOEBSE
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Control Operating Costs

Basic Controller

Standard Controller

Energy Saving Controller

The basic controller offers
basic fixed cycle operation.

The Standard Controller provides a wealth of
features that allows you to personally customize
the dryer to meet the anticipated needs of your
plant load. Purge Optimizer can be programmed
to extend the repressurization cycle and save
purge air at specific percentages of maximum
load. You benefit from increased productivity
and reduced operating costs.

The Optional Energy Saving Controller was
engineered to continually adapt to ever
changing air demand profiles to assure you
of the straightest path to a rapid Return-OnInvestment. Patented technology in Demand
Mode senses the heat generated by your
actual plant load and automatically adapts
the regeneration cycles to match those load
changes.

t1PXFSPO-&% 
t-FGUUPXFSESZJOH-&% 
t3JHIUUPXFSESZJOH-&% 

4UBOEBSE%()4FSJFT$POUSPMMFSTJODMVEF

2

3
1

t%FX1PJOUTFMFDUJPOTPGÙ' Ù' 
-4° F, and +38° F operate from Fixed Mode
regeneration cycles

The Energy Saving Controller is packed with
GFBUVSFTUPGVSUIFSPQUJNJ[FUIF%()4FSJFTXJUI

t1VSHF"JSTBWJOHTUPPGGVMMDBQBDJUZUP
match up to your largest air demand

t$POTJTUFOU%FNBOE.PEFEFXQPJOUDPOUSPMPG
-40° F, -4° F, and +38° F
(-100° F in Fixed Mode only)

t6TFSQSPHSBNNBCMFQVSHFBJSTIVUEPXO
capabilities can be synchronized to your air
compressor
t4XJUDIFTGPS*40$MBTTEFXQPJOU 0O0GG 
Alarm and Service reminder reset

t.BYJNVNFOFSHZTBWJOHT

t"VUPNBUJD1VSHF"JSDPOUSPM
t&YBDUMPBENBUDIJOHTFOTJUJWJUZUPBEBQUUP
system variations

t-&%MJHIUTUIBUFYQSFTTQPXFSPO WBMWFTUBUVT 
and tower status

t"MBSN-&%MJHIUTGPSUPXFSTXJUDIJOHGBJMVSF 
filter monitor signals, electronic demand drain
alarms on filters

t/PSNBMPSTFWFSFEVUZTFMFDUBCMF-&%MJHIUT
that warn when service is due on filters,
drains, valves and desiccant

t7BDVVNGMVPSFTDFOUUFYUEJTQMBZFYQSFTTFT
percentage of energy saved in realtime,
operating mode and service reminders

t34DPNNVOJDBUJPOQPSUT

t34DPNNVOJDBUJPOQPSUT

2

Standard Controller

P3

Energy Saving Controller
P2

P1

1. Full Compliment of
'VODUJPO*OEJDBUJPO-&%T

1

1. Full Compliment of
'VODUJPO*OEJDBUJPO-&%T

P3

2. Filler Service Indicator
-&%T

2. Filter Service Indicator
-&%T

3. Dew Point Selector
ISO 8573.1
Class 1, 2, 3 & 4

3. Controller Displays Energy
Savings, Cycle Modes,
Dew Point Selection,
Service Reminders, and
Alarm Conditions

4. Maintenance/Service
3FNJOEFS-&%
5. Purge Optimizer Energy
Savings
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1

P2

P1

70%
60
50

ISO 8573.1
Class
1
2

-100°F / -73°C
-40°F / -4°C

3
4

-4°F / -20°C
+38°F / +3°C

kW

40
30
20
10
0%
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2

P4

5

P2

P1

1
P3

1
3
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Purge Air Savings

Energy is consumed in the form of purge air to prepare the
“off-line” desiccant tower for its next cycle of operation by a
process called regeneration. You have the ability to optimize
your purge air consumption to achieve energy savings that
will pay you dividends for many years to come. The following
describes variations in plant operations that dictate which
Controller selection may deliver your best value.
100%
90%

ENERGY SAVINGS

R

AUTOMATIC
SAVINGS!

80%
70%

LE

L
RO

T
ON

NG

60%
50%

Y

RG

40%

AL

30%

E
EN

ON

I
PT

20%

VI
SA

C

Fixed Savings
Potential to 70% with
Purge Optimizer

O

10%

Zero Savings With Typical Heatless Designs

0%
100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%

PLANT AIR DEMAND

Standard Purge Optimizer Savings:
Facilities operating at a constant level of air demand benefit
the most from the Purge Optimizer feature. Ordinary heatless
dryer designs offer zero purge air savings. The Purge
0QUJNJ[FSBMMPXTZPVUPTFMFDUQVSHFBJSTBWJOHTPG 
    PSPGJOWFSTFQSPQPSUJPOUP
ZPVSBJSEFNBOE'PSFYBNQMF ZPVDBOFMFDUUPTBWFPG
ZPVSQVSHFBJSDPTUTJGZPVSNBYJNVNBJSEFNBOEJTPG
GVMMSBUFEDBQBDJUZTBWJOHTBUMPBE BU
and so on. This feature is invaluable if your maximum load
levels remain fairly constant and you are on a limited budget.
Optional Energy Saving Controller:
Events as transparent as lunch and coffee breaks represent
FOFSHZTBWJOHPQQPSUVOJUJFTUIBUUZQJDBMMZSFGMFDUPG
every shift’s working hours. Add in production changes
and machine down time and there are more valleys than
peaks on the demand chart. This patented Controller uses
thermistors to carefully monitor the natural temperature
changes that occur during each drying and regeneration
cycle. The Controller acts on that data to precisely manage
your system’s purge air needs. No intervention is required on
your part. Maximum energy efficiency is achieved. You save
VQUPPOQVSHFBJSFOFSHZDPTUTyBVUPNBUJDBMMZ

World Class Filtration
(BSEOFS%FOWFS'*-4FSJFT'JMUFSTDPNQMFUFUIF
integrity of your critical use air treatment
system and are available in a variety of
sizes and grades. Compressed air quality
and desiccant bed life are dependent on
clean compressed air. Compressed air
must be prepared prior to entering the
desiccant dryer.
/PSNBMJOTUBMMBUJPOTDPVMEJODMVEFBO'*-
Series Grade C (1 micron solid particles)
QSFGJMUFSGPMMPXFECZBO'*-4FSJFT(SBEF&
or Grade F oil removal filter. Grade E
(to 0.008 ppm) filters are used for ISO
8573.1 Class 2, 3 or 4 requirements.
Grade F (0.0008 ppm) satisfies the
needs of Class 1 pressure dew points.
"O'*-4FSJFT(SBEF% NJDSPO 
reverse-flow) particulate filter is the right
choice for installation after the dryer to
collect the fine desiccant dust and prevent
it from migrating downstream. Then, if it is
technically oil-free air you need, complete the filter
system with a Grade G Oil Vapor Removal Filter.
Operational Security with the Element Monitor
)FJHIUFOJOHUIFPQFSBUJPOBMTFDVSJUZPGZPVS'*-4FSJFT'JMUFST
is as simple as specifying you want the optional Element
Monitor included with each filter you order. Rely on your
Gardner Denver Distributor to assist you in selecting the
best combination to satisfy your specific requirements.

Table 1 — Sizing Information
Model
scfm

Inlet Flow @
100 psig,
(7 bar)

Dimensions – inches
Height

Width

Depth

Connections
inches

Weight
pounds

DGH40

40

46

32

32

1" NPT

365

DGH60

60

61

32

32

1" NPT

445

DGH90

90

78

32

32

1" NPT

575

DGH115

115

54

44

38

1" NPT

685

DGH165

165

54

44

38

1" NPT

685

DGH260

260

72

48

38

2" NPT

1010

DGH370

370

63

55

38

2" NPT

1215

DGH450

450

71

55

38

2" NPT

1350

TABLE 1 NOTE

DGH590

590

101

52

48

2" NPT

1473

DGH750

750

104

54

48

2" NPT

2134

DGH930

930

109

59

56

2" NPT

2414

DGH1130

1130

112

63

56

3" ANSI Fig.

2875

* BSP connections and DN
Flg available. Dimensions
and weights are for
reference only. Request
certified drawings for
construction purposes.

DGH1350

1350

117

65

56

3" ANSI Fig.

3722

TABLE 2 NOTE

DGH1550

1550

115

71

56

4" ANSI Fig.

4167

DGH2100

2100

116

79

56

4" ANSI Fig.

4417

DGH3000

3000

122

78

65

4" ANSI Fig.

9010

DGH4100

4100

122

93

85

6" ANSI Fig.

9900

DGH5400

5400

122

102

86

6" ANSI Fig.

12000

To determine inlet flow at
pressures other than 100
psig (7 kgf/cm2) multiply
inlet flow at 100 psig from
Table 1 by the multiplier
that corresponds to your
operating pressure from
Table 2.

Table 2 – Sizing Information
Operating
Pressure

psig

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

bar

4.2

4.9

5.6

6.3

7.0

7.7

8.4

9.1

9.8

10.5

12.3

14.1

15.8

17.6

0.65

0.74

0.83

0.91

1.00

1.04

1.08

1.12

1.16

1.20

1.29

1.37

1.45

1.52

Multiplier

150

175

200

225

250

Operating Parameters

NOTES

t.BYJNVN8PSLJOH1SFTTVSFQTJHTUBOEBSE
Higher pressures are available

*OMFUGMPXTBSFFTUBCMJTIFEJOBDDPSEBODFXJUI$"(*4UBOEBSE"%'
Dual Stage Regenerative Desiccant Compressed Air Dryers-Methods for
5FTUJOHBOE3BUJOH$POEJUJPOTGPSSBUJOHESZFSTBSFJOMFUQSFTTVSFPG
100 psig, inlet temperature saturated at 100° F.

t.JOJNVN0QFSBUJOH1SFTTVSFGPSQTJHNPEFMTBSFQTJH
t.JOJNVN0QFSBUJOH1SFTTVSFGPSQTJHNPEFMTBSFQTJH
t.BYJNVNJOMFUPSBNCJFOUBJSUFNQFSBUVSFÙ' Ù$
t1SFTTVSFESPQBUSBUFEGMPXJTMFTTUIBOQTJ
t4UBOEBSEWPMUBHFT$POUSPMMFSTBVUPNBUJDBMMZJEFOUJGZBOEBEBQUUIF
DPOUSPMMFS#BTJDo7QIo)[4UBOEBSEBOE&OFSHZ
4BWJOHT$POUSPMMFSo7QIo)[o7%$
t/&."4UBOEBSE'FBUVSFXJUI4UBOEBSEBOE&OFSHZ4BWJOHT$POUSPMMFST

Average purge flow rate is the amount of purge air used during the
regeneration portion of the purge cycle (purge/repressurization valve
open) plus the volume of air used to repressurize the tower after the
purge/repressurization valve closes averaged over the cycle time. At 100
QTJH UIFBWFSBHFQVSHFSBUFJT GPSSFHFOFSBUJPO GPS
repressurization) of rated inlet flow for dryers operating on a 10 minute
DZDMF GPSSFHFOFSBUJPO GPSSFQSFTTVSJ[BUJPO GPS
dryers on a 4 minute cycle.
0VUMFU'MPX5PEFUFSNJOFGMPXPGBJSBWBJMBCMFBUPVUMFUPGESZFS TVCUSBDU
purge flow from inlet flow.

www.GardnerDenverProducts.com
(BSEOFS%FOWFS *OD(BSEOFS&YQSFTTXBZ 2VJODZ *-
www.contactgd.com/compressors
866-440-6241
8
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ACCREDITED

Please recycle after use.

